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Part A: Commentary
Successful candidates linked observations at the macroscopic level to what is
occurring at an atomic level, and supported their answers with chemistry-specific
vocabulary, symbols and equations.

Generic statements do not provide evidence for achievement at higher levels;
successful candidates gave answers which related to the contexts of the
questions asked.

Part B: Report on Standards

90932:  Demonstrate understanding of aspects of carbon
chemistry
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:
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described complete and incomplete combustion

identified the products of a combustion equation

completed word equations for combustion reactions

identified an effect on the environment of the products of combustion

drew molecular and structural formula for simple alkanes and alkenes

named the process of fermentation

described fractional distillation, in terms of boiling points of alkanes and
temperature differences in the tower

described the process of cracking

identified the requirement of a double bond for polymerisation to occur and
stated a condition for this process

drew a repeating unit for polypropene

linked a chemical / physical property of polyethene to its use in plastic bags
or the reason why they are no longer used

linked observations about mixing with water to the solubility of the compound

linked observations about burning to the type of combustion occurring.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

did not identify the reactants or products of complete or incomplete
combustion

were unable to complete word equations

could not draw molecular and structural formulae for organic compounds

failed to identify an environmental impact of combustion

confused fractional distillation with cracking

did not describe how fractional distillation works

were unable to identify the double bond as the reason why alkenes form
polymers

could not draw a section of polypropene, or drew polyethene instead
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stated physical / chemical properties of polyethene but did not link these to
the uses of them or why they are no longer used

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

wrote correct symbol equations

identified and explained why chemical equations showed incomplete
combustion

explained one effect of a combustion product on the environment

showed understanding that fermentation involves anaerobic conditions

made links between alkane size, boiling point, and position condensed in a
distillation tower

described the reason for a temperature gradient in a distillation tower

demonstrated confusion about the attractions broken when alkanes boil

recognised that single bonds form, allowing monomers to join together, when
the double bond breaks in polymerisation

made clear links between a property of polyethene and its use or the reason
why it is no longer used

explained why two layers formed when water is added to octane and not with
methanol, in terms of solubility

explained why a flame is smoky or blue, in terms of the products of
combustion.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

correctly balanced symbol equations

explained why equations did not show incomplete combustion in terms of
their products

explained three effects of combustion products on the environment in detail

linked the process of fermentation to conditions required, and provided a
correctly balanced equation

explained in depth the process of fractional distillation, with comprehensive
links to temperature gradient, boiling points, and the separation of alkanes

linked boiling point to the strength of intermolecular forces
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explained how polymers form, the conditions required, and the reason why
alkanes do not form polymers

made clear links between a property of polyethene and its use, and the
reason why it is no longer used

comprehensively explained observations about both octane and methanol.

Standard specific comments

Candidates focussed on the combustion effects on people rather than the
environment.

 Terms such as greenhouse gases and global warming need to be explained
rather than simply stated.

Generic statements such as “bad for the environment” need to be explained
further by candidates.

 Some candidates continue to demonstrate lack of understanding of
intermolecular forces in relation to a substance boiling.

Some candidates continue to mix up the processes of cracking and fractional
distillation.

 

90933:  Demonstrate understanding of aspects of selected
elements
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

demonstrated understanding of electron configurations for atoms and ions

described differences between metals and non-metals

accurately described chemical and physical properties of elements,
allotropes, and alloys

described some observations for known chemical reactions

showed awareness of chemical properties of some elements and their use in
protecting us from the harmful effects of microbes
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Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

failed to show understanding of electron configurations

did not accurately describe chemical and physical properties of elements,
allotropes, and alloys

failed to describe observations for common reactions

failed to show understanding of chemical properties of some elements and
their use in protecting us from the harmful effects of microbes.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

accurately described chemical and physical properties of elements,
allotropes, and alloys, and explained their usefulness in relation to the
questions asked

explained chemical reactions with detailed and accurate descriptions of what
would be seen (observations) as well as naming products of the reactions

wrote accurate (unbalanced) symbol equations

explained how chemical properties of named elements are used to protect us
from the harmful effects of microbes.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

accurately described chemical and physical properties of elements,
allotropes, and alloys making strong links to their purpose and usefulness in
relation to the questions asked

explained chemical reactions with detailed and accurate descriptions of what
would be seen (observations), as well as naming products of the reactions

wrote accurate, balanced symbol equations

comprehensively explained how chemical properties of named elements are
used to protect us from the harmful effects of microbes.

Standard specific comments

Successful candidates consistently linked answers to the context of the question
being asked.
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90934:  Demonstrate understanding of aspects of chemical
reactions
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

described observations in chemical reactions, and completed word equations
for chemical reactions

stated the types of reaction that were occurring in various situations

described an observation that supported the classification of specific reaction
types

identified which precipitates would form when specific solutions were mixed
with use of the solubility rules

recognised whether a reaction had occurred or not, based on the activity
series

described tests for specific products of reactions.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

did not describe expected observations in a given reaction

did not link observations to reactants/products

confused the activity series to the likelihood of a reaction occurring

did not recall the colours of given metal oxides

mixed up precipitation and displacement reactions

did not apply some of the information in the resource booklet to achieved
questions

stated the type of reaction occurring but could not support this with any
specific evidence.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

linked observations to most of the species in a reaction

wrote unbalanced symbol ionic equations
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explained what type of reaction was occurring, with links to the reactants and
products

explained what displacement reactions were, with reference to the activity
series to support their answer

used chemistry-specific vocabulary in explanations of the different reaction
types (showing an in-depth understanding of them)

gave in-depth explanations of how to carry out tests for the presence of
specific chemical species after a reaction had occurred.

 Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

consistently gave correctly balanced symbol equations

linked all observations to reactants and products for given reactions

fully justified what type of reaction was occurring, with regards to particle type
(e.g. ions, electron transfer)

explained displacement in terms of both the activity series and electron
transfer, and related this to all observations

consistently used chemistry conventions and vocabulary in answers

comprehensively explained how to conduct common laboratory tests to
confirm the presence of specific products (or reactants) across various
reaction types.

Standard specific comments

Knowledge of various tests that can be conducted to confirm products or
reactions is required for higher levels of achievement.
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